
Problem Set 5: Multiple Regression Analysis

Try all questions marked with a * and bring your answers to the class.

* 1. Read in the data set ps4data.dta (from the same course website or R:
subdirectory as the other data sets).  This file contains information, among other
things, on the hourly pay of 12,098 British employees, (hourpay).

Create a log of hourly pay variable, and a years of education variable
(using the commands: gen <var. name> = log(hourpay)         
  gen yrsed=edage-5 )

a) Estimate a simple regression of the effect of age on log of hourly pay.
b) Estimate a multiple regression of the impact of age and years of education on the

log of hourly pay 
Interpret your results. What has happened to the coefficient on age? How do you
account for this? What does it say about the correlation between age and years of
education.

Now run separate regressions for those in full-time jobs and those in part-time jobs.
(use the commands 
reg …  if parttime==1

 for  part-time jobs (the double == sign is not a misprint)

and

reg …  if parttime==0

for full-time jobs )

b) Explain why the standard errors on the estimate of age are different in the two
regressions.

c) Test the hypothesis that there is no difference between the estimated
coefficients for full-timers and part-timers.

d) Now introduce union status and gender as additional explanatory variables,
(they are called union and female in the data set). Test the hypothesis that
these variables are jointly significantly different from zero in the part-time
regression.

e) Now add the number of children, (numkids) and estimate the regression for
full-time workers. 
Next add the age of youngest child, (agyung) estimate and compare your
results with the previous regression. 

What do you find? Why? How might you detect this problem before you did
the regression? What can you do about it?
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2. Read in the file miles.dta. The file contains data on average annual
number of miles  travelled by car (miles) over a 23 year period in the United
States and a list of potential explanatory variables, (ncars – number of cars
(millions); mpg – average miles per gallon per car, price – petrol price index
(year 1=1, year 2= 1.039 ie 3.9% increase in price over the year); pripub –
public transport price index; popsize – population (millions); nworkers –
employees (miilions); gdpcap – per capita gdp ($ 000).

Estimate the number of miles travelled as a function of mpg, price pripub and gdpcap
for the first 21 observations in your data set 
(use the regression command 

reg miles mpg, price pripub gdpcap if year<22 )

Interpret your results

Now estimate the same regression over the full sample of 23
observations. What do you see? Why?
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